Minimal Residual Disease Quantification in Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia: Clinical Significance and Flow Cytometric Methods.
The very sensitive quantification of leukemia cells that persist in chronic lymphocytic leukemia patients after successful therapy is steadily gaining interest with clinical scientists. Minimal residual disease (MRD) has demonstrated prognostic significance in the context of different treatment modalities leading to its approval as an intermediate endpoint for licensure in randomized trials by the European Medicine Agency. Data supporting the clinical impact of MRD as well as a highly standardized and broadly available method for MRD assessments by flow cytometry are described herein. Examples of gating strategies are provided with comprehensive explanations to allow the reader the application of the technology to blood and bone samples with high and very low level MRD, respectively. This chapter has a particular focus on samples acquired shortly after anti-CD20 treatment. The standardization developed by the EuroFlow consortium is additionally described as technical basis for reproducible and standardized flow cytometric MRD assessments.